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“If I say it’s free then it’s free, don’t be so nonsensical, alright, let’s go see the Sun Shooting Arrow
first.”

omi soon came back to the cave where the Sun Shooting Arrow was.

This time, omi didn’t go to practice, but rather memorized and watched for a few days, omi memorized
the diagrams of the Sun Shooting Divine Arrow, so that he could practice anytime in the future if he
had time.

Then, omi went to look at the Heaven and Earth Divine Hammer and spent a few days writing it down
as well.

“Alright, the trip is over, now that I’m back, I’m going to start planning for the training course.”

omi returned to the area of the Sun and Moon Divine Sword, and immediately found an open space
where there were no people, dug a cave, and then the training started completely.

Originally, I wanted to hold a training course and unify the instruction, but this was afraid that it
couldn’t be unified and there were people who had opinions, so omi still instructed one by one.

If there is anything you don’t understand, you can come to omi for guidance, for a fee of ten immortal
coins.

However, omi didn’t have much of a reputation in this class of the Sun and Moon Divine Sword, so omi
now first had to get his reputation out in this class before anyone in this class would come to omi.

“Yun Xiaoyao.”

“Brother Tang, please tell me what you need.”Yun Xiaoyao was busy. The first website m.kanshu8.net

omi asked, “Who is the strongest in our late Earth Immortal class right now?”

“There are four of the strongest, and they’ve all trained the Sun and Moon Divine Sword to the
seventh level.”

“Good, you help me make an appointment with them, let’s say, I want one to fight four, let the four of
them prepare, right, before the appointment, make sure to let all the more than six hundred students
of the Late Earth Immortal class know, otherwise if no one knows, there’s no point in me winning.”

“Brother Tang, are you crazy?”Yun Xiaoyao was simply scared silly, omi wanted one to fight four, it was
so crazy, those four, also the Sun and Moon Divine Sword was trained to the seventh level, omi was
also trained to the seventh level, why should one fight four.Those who can come here are not fools.

omi said, “Yun Xiaoyao, I’m going to hold a training class, I must let everyone know how powerful I am,
otherwise who would be willing to spend ten immortal coins at a time to find me for guidance.”



“But.”

“Don’t but, go quickly, get the fatty and find a way to let everyone know about it.”

“Alright, for the sake of you instructing me for free, I’ll run errands for you.”Yun, she even wondered if
omi was looking for an errand runner for being friends with her, but the free guidance was totally
worth it, no one else had that chance.

Yun Xiaoyao was happy and happy to do it with the fatty.

omi didn’t waste a bit of time, scrambling to practice the Sun and Moon Divine Sword.

After all, one to fight four, in case he lost, or if the win wasn’t exciting enough, then the consequences
were serious, no one coming to him for guidance was one thing, no kill that would be a problem.

In omi’s head, he quickly went through the seventh level of the Sun Moon Divine Sword, and omi felt
that there was no more problem.

Also, omi had slightly optimized some of the moves himself to make the power more powerful.

omi was also a real oxymoron, he could actually optimize the moves, it was good that others could
practice.

“Phew, one to beat four, there should be no problem, unless I run into one who practices similar to
me.In that case, I’ll have no choice but to be open-minded and shameless for once, using the Shura
Divine Blade at the same time.Left hand Shura Divine Saber, right hand Sun and Moon Divine Sword,
there’s no f*cking problem with that at all.”

omi smiled, if others knew that omi was actually able to use both at the same time and make the

Using two Air Tearing Techniques would definitely scare me silly, and others practicing two kinds
wouldn’t work, let alone performing both at the same time.It seemed that the configuration had to be
high, omi’s brain was like an ultra-highly configured computer.

In the blink of an eye, half a month had passed.

Yun Xiaoyao and Fatty still hadn’t heard anything.

omi called them over.

“What’s going on?Not a bit of news yet?”

“Brother Tang, everyone here only cares about their own cultivation and nothing else ah, so it’s a very
difficult job to let everyone know that you’re preparing one to fight four.”Fatty said with a bitter face.

Yun Xiaoyao said, “Even though the job is difficult, it’s not impossible, it has to be enough time, when
Fatty and I went to publicize this, what we told everyone was that after half a year, you’ll be playing
four at a time, and it has to be half a year to make sure everyone knows.”

“Alright, then I can also take the opportunity to practice my Shura Divine Blade.”omi nodded and said.

“You guys go ahead.”



Yun Xiaoyao and Fatty continued to go about their business, and omi simply practiced the fifth level of
the Shura Divine Saber.

Two months later, omi had practiced the fifth level of the Shura Divine Saber.

omi didn’t waste any time and continued to practice the sixth level of the Shura Divine Saber.

Another four months later, omi had practiced the sixth level of the Shura Divine Blade.

Fortunately, omi had a foundation for this, or else he really hadn’t practiced so quickly, everyone else
was spending tens of thousands and tens of thousands of years, while omi was a few months .

Half a year also happened to have passed.

Yun Xiaoyao saw omi finish practicing the Shura Divine Saber, which was why he walked in.

“Brother Tang, well, after half a year of hard notice, your popularity has finally risen, and now almost
everyone knows that one day in half a year, on the xx day of this month, you will challenge the four
geniuses, Luo Soul, Qing Peng, Blue Ox King, and Black Armor.”

omi said, “Luo Soul, Green Bounce, Blue Bull King, and Black Armor, are those four, you said, that the
Sun and Moon Divine Sword has trained to the seventh level?”

“Exactly, the four of them, among them Luo Soul is the strongest, a human from the Eastern Sheng
Shen Continent, Green Bounce is a Frog Clan, Blue Ox King is from the Ox Clan, and I come from the
same place, West Ox He Continent, the Ox Clan is the number one power in our West Ox He Continent,
this Blue Ox King can’t be underestimated ah.The last black armor, is a turtle tribe from the bottom of
the South Zhanbu Continent, the skin is very hard, almost invulnerable to swords and spears.Brother
Tang, in fact, I’ve been worried about whether you’ll be able to handle it or not, none of these four
people are easy to deal with.By the way, there’s one more thing, before Luo Ling, tried to chase
me.”Yun.

omi said carelessly, “Then what?”

“No then, it’s just that he wants to chase me.”

“Then why don’t you just go be his woman.”

“Alright, alright, it’s really boring, forget I said it.”Yun Xiaoyao left her mouth in frustration, she had
wanted to see omi’s reaction, but it was unresponsive.

omi’s heart at the moment, full of battle intent, these four people, they really didn’t look weak, it was
indeed a big challenge for him to fight four at a time and still win beautifully.

Cloud: “There’s still about a week left before Fatty and I proclaim that challenge time, you have to be
ready, when the time is up, you can just go out and shout for Luo Soul, Green Bounce, Blue Bull King,
and Black Armor to come out and face the battle, at that time, everyone will hear about it and come
out in a blaze of glory to see your duel.”

“Good, hard work for you guys.”

“Hehe, you’re welcome.”
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